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Yukimi Annand
California
I Have Fought
Gouache, acrylic paint, walnut ink,
and ivory ink on Bugra pastel paper
11 × 19 inches
The text is 2 Timothy 4:7-8.
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Yukimi Annand studied communication design
and worked as a graphic designer in Tokyo, Japan.
She left her position as a director in the prestigious
Takenobu Igarashi Studio to come to the United States
in 1990. She has been studying calligraphy over ten
years, and her works have been exhibited in the United
States, Japan, and Europe. Her work has also been
chosen for the Berlin Calligraphy Collection. She is
discovering her soul in letters and hoping to find her
niche as a text artist who combines a love of nature
and of letters. www.yukimiannand.com
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Donald Glaister
Washington
The Tempest
Design bookbinding
12 × 8 × 1 inches (closed)
The book is bound in
full blue goatskin with
a black secondary cover
pierced with letters that
almost-legibly spell out
“TEMPEST.” The forms
on the back cover are
mirror images of those on
the front cover. Beneath
the piercings are various
materials: aluminum,
copper, brass, plastics,
and painted paper.
“THE” appears on the
spine in gold and painted
tooling.
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Donald Glaister is a book artist now living and
working on Vashon Island, near Seattle, Washington.
His over-thirty-year professional career in design
bookbinding and artist’s bookmaking has centered on
the exploration, development, and use of unexpected
binding materials, visual humor, and spontaneous
visual expression, while working within the classical
framework of the European binding form. Don has
taught binding and design privately and as Professor
of Book Arts at the University of Alabama. He
currently teaches classes and serves as the Director of
Fine Binding at the American Academy of Bookbinding
in Telluride, Colorado. His work appears in private
and in institutional collections throughout North
America and Europe.
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Judy Melvin
Pennsylvania
Brush Dance
Sumi ink and gouache with collage
8.5 × 8 inches
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Judy Melvin loves to create art and lettering. Her
background includes enlightenment from Sheila
Waters, her collaborations with friend Mike Gold,
and the intense immersion into the arts while at
American Greetings. She now loves the freedom of
creating personal abstract art with letters and the joy
that comes from teaching, sharing, and encouraging
students to create from within.
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